We consider content caching between a service provider and multiple cache-enabled users, using the recently proposed modified coded caching scheme (MCCS) with an improved delivery strategy. We develop the optimal cache placement scheme through formulating a cache placement optimization problem, aiming to minimize the average load during the delivery phase under arbitrary cache size and user requests. Through reformulation, we show that the problem is a linear programming problem. By exploring the properties in the caching constraints, we derive the optimal cache placement solution in closed-form, offering the complete optimal cache placement solution for any cache size and user population. We verify that the existing optimal scheme obtained at specific cache sizes is a special case of our solution. Through numerical studies, we show an interesting pattern of the optimal cache placement as the cache size varies, as well as the pattern of caching gain under the optimal caching as the number of users varies.
I. INTRODUCTION
The last decades have witnessed a dramatic surge of wireless data due to the proliferation of mobile devices [1] . The increasingly more data-intensive new applications have caused a shift of wireless traffic to content-based data for access and sharing. With the growing data traffic and the requirement of timely content delivery in many wireless services, using network storage resources for content caching has emerged as a compelling technology to alleviate the network traffic load and reduce the content access latency for users [2] , [3] . The availability of local caches at the network edge, e.g., base stations or users, creates new network resources and opportunities to increase the user service capacity. Cache-aided communication technologies are expected to bring promising solutions for content delivery in future wireless networks.
The caching design and analysis have attracted increasing research interests. Many studies have investigated into the cache placement and delivery strategies to understand the impact of caching on the wireless networks [4] - [7] . Conventional uncoded caching allows users to pre-fetch part of the database to improve the hit rate [4] , [5] . However, it is only optimal for the case of a single cache, and is non-optimal for multiple caches [8] . Coded caching is first introduced in [6] , where the authors proposed a Coded Caching Scheme (CCS) that combines a cache placement scheme (uncoded) specifying the cached content and a coded multicasting transmission strategy, assuming uniform file and cache characteristics. With the use of coding, it provides the caching gain that is shown to substantially reduce the traffic load as the network size increases. Coded caching has since attracted considerable attentions for further studies, with extension to the decentralized cache placement scheme [7] , transmitter caching in mobile edge networks [9] , [10] , considered for both transmitter and receiver caching in wireless interference networks [11] . Instead of proposing specific cache placement schemes or modifying the original scheme in the CCS for improvement, the optimization of cache placement in the CCS was separately studied in [12] , [13] , where using different approaches, the authors have obtained the optimal cache placement strategy to minimize the peak traffic load.
For the CCS, it is designed assuming the number of users is less than the number of files in the database. It adopts the peak load as the performance metric, targeting at the worstcase scenario of users requesting distinct files. In general, when the user requests have overlapping, some redundancy in the delivery phase exists which increases the load [14] . To address this limitation, a recent new study [14] proposed a Modified Coded Caching Scheme (MCCS). It proposed a new caching strategy to remove the redundancy introduced in the CCS during the delivery phase, reducing both the average and peak load. The cache placement is further shown to be optimal for the MCCS in [15] . However, the related state-ofthe-art studies are only possible for specific cache memory sizes [14] , [15] . The general optimal caching solution for the MCCS with an arbitrary cache size remains unknown.
In this paper, considering content caching and delivery between a service provider and multiple cached-enabled users, we develop the optimal cache placement solution for the MCCS with an arbitrary cache size. Specifically, we propose an optimization framework to formulate the cache placement problem, aiming to minimize the average load during the delivery phase, regardless of the randomness in the user requests and the cache size. Through reformulation, we show the optimization problem is in fact a linear programming problem. By exploring the properties in the constraints, we solve the problem to obtain the optimal placement solution in closedform. We verify that the existing optimal cache placement scheme [14] , [15] for specific cache sizes is a special case in our solution. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to provide the complete optimal cache placement scheme for the MCCS, regardless of the number of users and their cache memory size. Note that our optimization approach can also be used to derive the optimal cache placement solution for the original CCS with arbitrary cache size, for the peak load minimization. The same solution for the CCS has been obtained through optimization in independent work [12] . However, different approach is used there which cannot be applied to solve the cache placement problem for the MCCS.
Through simulation studies, we analyze the performance of proposed optimal caching scheme as compared with existing schemes, including centralized and decentralized CCS schemes. We show that the optimal cache placement has some interesting characteristics. For the cache size ranging from zero to the total size of all files, the cache placement shows a symmetric pattern. Furthermore, when the number of files and the cache size are fixed, while user population increases, the load increases with an interesting pattern, suggesting a changing caching gain achieved at different cache sizes.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a cache-aided transmission system with a server connecting to K users, each with a local cache, over a shared error-free link. Shown in Fig. 1 , examples of the described scenario include mobile edge computing networks where network edge nodes (e.g., base stations) with cache storage are connected through backhaul to a service provider residing in the cloud, or a server in a base station serving its in-cell users with local caches. The server has a database consisting of N files, {W 1 , . . . , W N }, each of size F bits. Denote N {1, . . . , N }. We assume uniform popularity distribution of these files, i.e., p n = 1/N , for n ∈ N . Denote the set of users by K {1, . . . , K}. Each user k has a local cache of capacity M F bits, for M ∈ [0, N ], and we denote its cache size (normalized by file size) by M .
The system operates in two phases: cache placement phase and content delivery phase. The cache placement is performed in advance during the off-peak hours without knowing the user file requests, and is changed at a longer time scale. During this phase, for a cache placement scheme, each user k uses a caching function φ k (·) to map N files into its cached content:
During file requests, each user k independently requests one file from the server, with the index of requested file denoted by d k , k ∈ K. Denote d [d 1 , . . . , d K ] as the demand vector containing the indices of file requested by all users. In the content delivery phase, based on the demand vector d and the cache placement, the server generates coded messages and transmit them to the users over the shared link.
Denote the codeword as X d = ψ d (W 1 , . . . , W N ), where ψ d (·) is the encoding function for demand d. Upon receiving the codewords, each user k applies a decoding function ϕ d,k (·) to obtain the (estimated) requested fileŴ d,k from the received signal and its cached content asŴ d,k ϕ d,k (X d , Z k ).
Thus, an entire coded caching scheme can be represented by the caching, encoding and decoding functions. The following defines a valid coded caching scheme.
Coded Caching: In the CCS [6] , [7] and the MCCS [14] ), each file W n is partitioned into non-overlapping subfiles with equal size, one for each specified user subsets. During the cache placement phase, user k caches those subfiles for the user subsets containing user k. In the delivery phase, the server delivers the missing subfiles of the requested file not in a user's local cache, using a coded multicasting delivery scheme.
III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A key design issue in a coded caching scheme is the cache placement. Existing coded caching schemes describe specific ways of file partitioning for the cache placement, when cache size M is multiple of N/K. Instead of this design approach, we formulate the coded caching problem as a cache placement optimization problem for any given cache size M , to minimize the average rate (load) over the shared link, where we consider the delivery strategy specified in the MCCS.
A. Cache placement
To formulate the problem, each file W n is partitioned into 2 K non-overlapping subfiles, one for each unique user subset S ⊆ K. Since we assume that file lengths and popularity and the cache sizes are all uniform, a symmetric cache placement is adopted by treating all files equally. Thus, all the files are partitioned in the same way. That is, let W n,S denote the subfile of W n for user subset S. Its size satisfies |W 1,S | = · · · = |W N,S |, for all S ⊆ K. In addition, the size of these files only depends on the size of user subset |S| under the symmetric cache placement.
Note that there are K l different user subsets with the same size l, for l = 0, . . . , K. Let S l i denote user subset i of size l, i.e., |S l i | = l, for i = 1, . . . , K l . Let A l {S l i , i = 1, . . . , K l } denote cache subgroup l containing all user subsets of size l, for l = 0, . . . , K. Thus, all user subsets are partitioned into K + 1 cache subgroups based on the subset size. Accordingly, all subfiles are partitioned into K +1 subgroups: W l = {W n,S : S ∈ A l , n ∈ N }, l = 0, . . . , K, where the subfiles in the same group l have the same subfile size a l |W n,S |, for all n ∈ N , S ∈ A l .
Let a = [a 1 , . . . , a K ] T denote the cache placement vector (common to all files) describing the size of subfiles to be cached in each cache subgroup. In the cache placement phase, user k caches all the subfiles in W l , l = 1, . . . , K, that are for user subsets containing user k. In other words, user k caches {W n,S : S ∈ A l and k ∈ S, n ∈ N }, l = 1, . . . , K.
For a given caching scheme, each original file should be able to be reconstructed by combining all its subfiles. For each file, among the partitioned subfiles, there are K l subfiles with size a l (for all user subsets with S = l). Thus, we have the file partitioning constraint
For the local cache at each user, note that among all user subsets of size l, there are total K−1 l−1 different user subsets containing the same user, for l = 1, . . . , K. Since each file is partitioned based on user subsets, it means that for each file, the total number of subfiles a user can possibly cache is K l=1 K−1 l−1 ; Considering the subfile size a l for each cache subgroup l, this amounts to K l=1 K−1 l−1 a l bits that can be cached by the user for each file. Define µ M/N as the normalized cache size. We have the local cache size constraint at each user as
B. Content delivery under the MCCS
The delivery scheme in the CCS is by multicasting a unique coded message to each user subset S ∈ A l+1 , l = 0, . . . , K − 1, formed by bitwise XOR operation of subfiles (of the same size a l ) as:
Each user in subset S can retrieve the subfile of its requested file. Assuming the worst case of distinct file requests, coded messages as in (3) for all user subsets are delivered. There are K l+1 user subsets in A l+1 , to which coded messages of size a l are delivered. The overall peak load is K−1 l=0 K l+1 a l . When the file requests are not distinct, the coded delivery in the original CCS contains some redundant subfiles. The recently proposed MCCS [14] provides a new delivery strategy that removes this redundancy existed in the CCS for further load reduction. Let N (d) denote the distinct requests for demand vector d. Based on the MCCS, we have the following Definitions 2 and 3. We have the following proposition which can be derived straightforwardly from the decentralized MCCS describe in [14] . Proposition 1. A caching strategy is valid as long as all the coded messages formed by the non-redundant groups are delivered.
C. Cache Placement Optimization for the MCCS
Our objective is to minimize the expected loadR by optimizing the cache placement. From Proposition 1, we know thatR is equal to the expected size of all the coded messages of the non-redundant groups. There are K l+1 user subsets with size l + 1, and among them,
are redundant subgroups, of which coded messages to them are redundant for users to recover the subfiles for their requested files. Removing these redundant transmissions, the expected load is given bȳ
where the expectation is taken with respect to d. Following the common practice, we define n k = 0 when n < 0 or k > n. The cache placement optimization problem is formulated as
where constraints (5) and (6) are the requirements for the subfile size.
IV. OPTIMAL CACHE PLACEMENT FOR AVERAGE LOAD MINIMIZATION
For the uniform popularity among files, the probability of havingñ distinct requests, forñ = 1, . . . , min{N, K}, is
where S(·, ·) is the Stirling number of the second [16] . Based on this, we can express the expected loadR in (4) as
It is clear thatR is linear in a l 's. In addition, all the constraints in P1 are also linear in a l 's. Thus, P1 is a linear programming problem with respect to a, and we can solve it to obtain the optimal cache placement solution which is given bellow.
Theorem 1. For any cache size M ≤ N and µ = M/N , the optimal cache placement to minimize the expected loadR in P1 is a * = [0, . . . , a * l * , a * l * +1 , . . . , 0] T , where µK − 1 ≤ l * < µK, and
The minimum expected load is
We will detail the proof of Theorem 1 in Section IV-A. Remark: Note that the minimization of the expected rate is also considered recently in [15] using a different approach, where the authors show that the solutions proposed by [14] for the cache size at points M ∈ {0, N K , 2N K , . . . , N } are optimal. However, the optimal cache placement remains unknown for arbitrary cache size M between those points. Our result in Theorem 1 provides the complete solution for the optimal cache placement for the MCCS, regardless of the relationship among M , K and N . In Section IV-A, we show that the solution in [15] is one special case of subfile partitioning in our proof of Theorem 1.
A. Proof of Theorem 1
We first reformulate problem P1, and then solve it using the KKT conditions [17] .
1) Problem reformulation:
To solve P2, define the Lagrange multipliers λ 1 , λ 2 = [λ 2,0 , . . . , λ 2,K ] T , λ 3 = [λ 3,0 , . . . , λ 3,K ] T for constraints (12) , (13) , (14) , respectively, and ν for constraint (11) . Then, we have the KKT conditions as follows (11), (12), (13), (14)
2) Optimal file partitioning strategy: We now introduce three lemmas (Lemmas 1-3) which help reduce the complexity in finding the solution. The corresponding proofs are omitted due to the space limitation. Lemma 1. At the optimality, inequality (12) is attained with equality, i.e., the cache storage µ is always fully utilized under the optimal cache placement vector a * for P1. Lemma 2. When µ = 0, the optimal a * = [1, 0, . . . , 0] T with the minimum expected loadR * = E( N (d)); when µ = 1, the optimal a * = [0, . . . , 0, 1] T with the minimum expected load R * = 0. Lemma 2 describes the two extreme cases of having no cache memory (µ = 0) and sufficient cache size to hold all N files (µ = 1). In the following, we only need to discuss the case when µ ∈ (0, 1).
By exploring the properties of KKT conditions (16)-(18), we can show that λ 1 and ν have feasible solutions only if a has less than three nonzero elements. This is stated in the following lemma.
Lemma 3. For µ ∈ (0, 1), the optimal cache placement vector a * has at most two non-zero elements.
Lemma 3 implies that the number of nonzero elements of an optimal caching vector a * can only be one or two (it cannot be zero from constraint (11)). We now derive the solution in these two cases separately.
Case 1) One non-zero element: In this case, there exists a l = 0 for some l ∈ {0, . . . , K}, and a j = 0 for ∀j = l, j ∈ {0, . . . , K}. From (11), we have b l a l = 1. Thus, we have a l = 1/b l = 1/ K l . To find the cache size that leads to this solution, note that since there is only one non-zero subfile size, from Lemma 1, we have c l a l = µ. Thus, the relation of the normalized cache size and index l is given by µ = c l /b l = K−1 l−1 / K l = l/K. Thus, if for some l ∈ {0, . . . , K} satisfies µ = l/K, the optimal cache placement is a * = [0, . . . , 0, a * l * , 0 . . . , 0] T , where a * l * = 1/ K l * . For given demand d, the corresponding load R can be computed based on the redundancy to be removed in the delivery phase, and we have
The expected load can be obtained as
Remark: Note that the optimal solution with one non-zero element in a * corresponds to equal file partitioning, where all subfiles have equal size. The optimal a * obtained above exactly matches the cache placement scheme proposed in [14] for cache size at points M ∈ {0, N K , 2N K , . . . , N }, which is shown to be optimal in [15] using a different approach than ours. Here we see that it is a special case in our general cache placement optimization problem.
Case 2) Two non-zero elements: In this case, there exist some i and j, such that a i , a j = 0, and a l = 0, ∀l = i, j, l ∈ {0, · · · , K}. With only two non-zero variables a i and a j , from Lemma 1, we can rewrite (15) as
Also from (11), we have K values. Under the optimal solution for both the CCS and the MCCS, the load increases as K increases, but the rate of increment exhibits a certain pattern. The load increasing rate slows down when K reaches iN/M , for i = 1, 2, . . ., but becomes higher after K passes those points. This suggests the caching gain increases as K increases from (i − 1)N/M to iN/M , with the highest gain achieved at iN/M , for i = 1, 2, . . .. Note that for a given normalized cache size µ, K determines the caching subgroup sizes and the number of user subsets for coded multicasting under the optimal cache placement. For K = iN/M , the optimal a * only has one cache subgroup (i.e., equal file partitioning), while at the two sides of this point different caching subgroups are used.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we used an optimization approach to formulate the general cache placement design for the MCCS with arbitrary cache size as a cache placement optimization problem to minimize the expected load for file delivery from the server to K users. By showing that the resulting problem is a linear programming problem, we obtained the optimal solution. Our result provides a complete optimal cache placement solution that is general for any number of users, files, and cache size. Numerical studies showed the characteristics of the optimal cache placement solution as cache M increases, and revealed how the expected load increases as the number of users K increases. 
